Introduction: Older listeners have difficulty understanding speech in unfavorable listening conditions. To compensate for acoustic degradation, cognitive processing skills, such as working memory, need to be engaged. Despite prior findings on the association between working memory and speech recognition in various listening conditions, it is not yet clear whether the modality of stimuli presentation for working memory tasks should be auditory or visual. Given the modality-specific characteristics of working memory, we hypothesized that auditory working memory capacity could predict speech recognition performance in adverse listening conditions for older listeners and that the contribution of auditory working memory to speech recognition would depend on the task and listening condition. Methods: Seventy-six older listeners and twenty younger listeners completed four kinds of auditory working memory tasks, including digit and speech span tasks, and sentence recognition tasks in four different listening conditions having multi-talker noise and timecompression. For older listeners, cognitive function was screened using the Mini-Mental Status Examination, and audibility was assured. Results: Auditory working memory, as measured by listening span, significantly predicted speech recognition performance in adverse listening conditions for older listeners. A linear regression model showed speech recognition performance for older listeners could be explained by auditory working memory whilst controlling for the impact of age and hearing sensitivity. Discussion: Measuring working memory in the auditory modality facilitated explaining the variance in speech recognition in adverse listening conditions for older listeners. The linguistic features and the complexity of the auditory stimuli may affect the association between working memory and speech recognition performance. Conclusion: We demonstrated the contribution of auditory working memory to speech recognition in unfavorable listening conditions in older populations. Taking the modalityspecific characteristics of working memory into account may be a key to better understand the difficulty in speech recognition in daily listening conditions for older listeners.
Introduction
Older listeners have difficulty understanding speech in unfavorable listening conditions. Presbycusis, age-related hearing loss, is a major cause of this difficulty. However, even older listeners with normal or near-normal hearing have difficulty understanding speech in these adverse listening conditions. 1, 2 Listening, especially in adverse conditions, places a heavy load on executive function. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] One component of executive function, working memory, is especially crucial as listeners must retain speech information and relate it to the speech that follows while encoding the target signal [10] [11] [12] . The concept of working memory that is highly involved in speech recognition when speech is degraded, due to hearing loss or masking noise, is well established in the Ease of Language Understanding model. 13, 14 In fact, older listeners' working memory capacity predicts their ability to recognize speech in various listening conditions. 3, 4 The reading span (RS) test of working memory 12 that asks participants to read multiple unrelated sentences and remember the last word of each sentence is often used to determine the relationship between working memory and speech recognition. 4, 7, 8, 15 One underlying issue is whether the stimuli should be given with auditory or visual information, or both, for working memory tasks. For instance, the RS test has an auditory equivalent, the listening span (LS) test. 16 Most of the auditory studies use visual stimuli for working memory tasks, considering that the audibility of the speech signal can affect performance on the working memory task. 4 However, since
Baddeley's working memory model introduced modalityspecific subsystems for sensory information, 10, 11 it has been suggested that auditory working memory may be more relevant to speech recognition in various listening conditions than visual working memory. 4, [16] [17] [18] [19] In other words, presenting the working memory task in the auditory modality may be more "ecologically valid" since speech recognition performance is also measured in the matched condition. 17, 18 Neuroimaging studies also reveal that cortical activity during working memory tasks depends on the sensory input. 20, 21 On the other hand, some behavioral studies do not support the necessity of using auditory working memory tasks, showing weak correlations between auditory working memory and speech recognition in unfavorable listening conditions. 22, 23 It should be noted that the tasks in those studies were administered in young normal hearing populations, thereby preventing any possible sensory deficiency from affecting the outcome. However, given that the predictive effect of working memory on speech recognition in adverse listening conditions may depend on listeners' age, 24 both age populations should be tested and compared in investigations about the association between auditory working memory and speech recognition scores.
The association between working memory and speech recognition depends on the type of working memory task, speech recognition measure, masking noise, and any other acoustic distortion. 25 Although previous studies explore the association between working memory, mostly measured by RS, and unaided speech recognition in noise, findings are variable. 3, 4 Even when the results show a significant association, the predictive effect of working memory on speech recognition is often secondary to hearing loss or predicted by age. This inconsistency could be attributed to the use of less informative visual working memory measures. To clarify the modality-specific association between auditory working memory and speech recognition in adverse listening conditions, we need to examine this association systematically along with different types of auditory working memory tasks and various listening conditions for speech recognition tests. GordonSalant and Cole 26 found that LS, compared to RS or other cognitive measures, was the greatest contributor to speech recognition in noise and that the linguistic complexity of speech tests mediated the effect of working memory and age on the speech-in-noise performance. Based on these findings, the present study further investigated how the linguistic features and the complexity of auditory working memory can affect the association between auditory working memory and speech recognition in noise. In addition, we presented sentences as the speech signal with several variations of listening conditions. In the present study, we investigated the association between auditory working memory and speech recognition in adverse listening conditions, in younger adults with normal hearing and older adults with up to mild hearing loss. In older listeners, we screened for both audibility and cognitive functions, so that they would be capable of completing auditory working memory tasks. The LS, as well as digit forward/backward span (DFS/DBS) and word span (WS) tasks, were used for auditory working memory measures. A sentence recognition task was conducted in four listening conditions manipulated by the addition of babble noise and rate changes of the target speech signal. The present study was designed to address three essential questions. First, is the auditory working memory capacity of older listeners significantly associated with their speech recognition performance in adverse listening conditions? Second, does the association between auditory working memory and speech recognition depend on the type of working memory tasks and the given listening conditions for speech recognition tests? And third, how is the association in younger listeners different from that in older listeners? We hypothesized that older listeners' auditory working memory capacity would predict their speech recognition performance independent of age and hearing thresholds. This association would differ among working memory tasks and significantly increase when comparing an easier listening condition to a harder one that would consist of babble noise and faster speech. However, younger listeners with normal hearing were expected to show less contribution of auditory working memory to speech recognition performance in any listening conditions.
Materials and Methods
All procedures were reviewed and approved by the Seoul Medical Center's Institutional Review Board. Written informed consent was obtained for every participant, and all work was carried out in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).
Participants Older Listeners
Native Korean speakers 60 years of age or older, who had no experience with hearing aids, were recruited. All participants had no history of neurological disorders, middle ear pathology, or any prolonged exposure to highlevel environmental noise. To isolate the effect of auditory working memory on speech recognition in older listeners, the participant population and experimental settings were controlled as above, and the presentation level was adjusted to the preferred listening level (range 65 to 80 dB SPL, median 65 dB SPL) for each participant to ensure audibility.
Younger Listeners
Young native Korean speakers with normal hearing were selected from the student population of a local university. Normal hearing thresholds were verified using pure-tone audiometry before completing the tasks described below. The presentation level of the stimuli for younger listeners was 65 dB SPL.
Experimental Measures Auditory Working Memory Tasks
In the present study, two types of digit span task, DFS and DBS, were conducted in quiet using Korean monosyllabic digits from 1 to 9. Digit span tasks started with two sequential digits and incremented by one. Each participant repeated the stimuli in the order for DFS task or in reverse for DBS task. Listener's digit span was determined at the maximum string where the participant gave the right answer on two out of three trials. WS 11 and LS 12 were conducted in quiet as speech span tasks. Bisyllabic words from the Korean Standard Bisyllabic Word List for Adults (KS-BWL-A) 31 were used, and the participant recalled the word in the order. The WS task began with two sequential words and incremented by one. Final word span was determined using the same procedure as for the digit span tasks. For the LS task, each participant recalled the last word of each sequential sentence, regardless of the order. We used the sentences from Lee, 32 the Korean version of LS/RS task developed by Daneman and others. The LS task began with two sentences and increased incrementally by one. Final LS was determined in the same way as the other working memory tasks in the present study, except that credit of 0.5 was given when the participant was correct on one out of three trials. For all auditory working memory tasks, if the participants got two correct answers consecutively, they did not need to complete the third trial; that is, two consecutive correct trials out of three earned a full 1 point of credit.
Speech Recognition in Four Listening Conditions
Sentences from the Korean Standard Sentence Lists for Adults (KS-SL-A) 33 were used to evaluate speech recognition in four listening conditions: (1) natural sentences, (2) sentences with a 30% time-compression (TC), (3) sentences with multi-talker noise that had a 0 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and (4) sentences with multitalker noise and a 30% TC. Each listening condition included 20 sentences. The sentence recognition score (SRS) was calculated in percent correct based on keyword scoring. Research has shown that the association between working memory and speech recognition in adverse listening conditions depends on target speech signal and masking noise. 25 Listening conditions with 8-talker babble noise, from a collection of multiple passages spoken by a female and a male talker, were included to ensure enough lexical complexity and informational masking with no floor effect. TC by 30% was determined based on previous studies 34 and pilot study results that showed a significant drop in speech recognition performance while the target speech signal still sounded natural with little distortion in pitch with this level.
Equipment and Stimuli
In the present study, we used auditory stimuli for both working memory tasks and sentence recognition tasks. All stimuli were recorded by a male and a female native Korean speaker, using the Computerized Speech Lab (Kay Elemetrics Co., Model 4500) with a Shure SM58 microphone located 10 cm from the speaker. All the recorded stimuli within a task were equalized in the root-meansquared (RMS) level using Adobe Audition version 3.0 (Adobe Systems Incorporated, San Jose, CA, USA). The RMS level of target speech signal and 8-talker babble noise was matched to generate the 0 dB SNR condition. A speech synthesizer, STRAIGHT, 35 was implemented in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc., R2016b) to apply TC to the target speech signal by 30% (compress 1-second sentence to 0.7-second sentence) with pitch correction.
Study Protocol
All experimental tasks, as well as hearing assessments, including basic audiometry, tympanometry, and WRS, were performed in a double-walled audiometric sound booth. The participants completed the working memory tasks and speech recognition tests with sound stimuli presented by a single loudspeaker placed at 0 degrees and 45 cm from the participant. Stimuli were presented using a clinical audiometer (GSI 61, VIASYS Healthcare, Inc., Madison, WI, USA), and statistics were calculated with MATLAB software (The Mathworks, Inc., R2016b).
Statistical Analysis
To examine the relationship between auditory working memory and speech recognition in adverse listening conditions, we used a stepwise multiple regression model, and the results were compared between both age groups. Listeners' auditory working memory scores, as well as age and hearing sensitivity, were included in the model to explore which variable can significantly predict speech recognition performance in each listening condition, respectively. The unique contribution of each significant predictor to speech recognition performance was examined by running a partial correlation.
Results

Participant Characteristics
Older listeners' mean pure-tone average (PTA; 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz) was 24.42 and 22.75 dB HL for right and left ears, respectively. Figure 1 illustrates the average hearing thresholds across two ears in both younger and older participants. Younger participants were all normal hearing listeners with pure-tone thresholds at or less than 20 dB HL across all the octave-scale frequencies. All participants presented with type A tympanogram in their test ear. The mean WRS measured at the better ear was 100% and 97.39% for the younger and older groups, respectively.
Auditory Working Memory Capacity
Both digit (DFS, DBS) and speech span (WS, LS) were evaluated for younger and older listeners. Auditory working memory capacity measured from those tasks was used as a dependent variable in a mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a between-subject (age group) and a withinsubject (DFS vs DBS or WS vs LS) factor. Table 1 and Figure 2 shows auditory working memory capacity for younger and older listeners. The effect for age group (F 1,94 = 43.092, p < 0.001) and working memory condition (F 1,94 = 105.218, p < 0.001, Greenhouse-Geisser correction) were significant for digit span. Speech span also showed a significant effect for age group (F 1,94 = 55.964, p < 0.001) and working memory condition (F 1,94 = 76.749, p < 0.001, Greenhouse-Geisser correction). The interaction between age group and working memory condition was not significant for either digit span (F 1,94 = 0.352, p = 0.554, Greenhouse-Geisser correction) or speech span tasks (F 1,94 = 2.522, p = 0.116, Greenhouse-Geisser correction). Table 2 and Figure 3 show the SRSs in four listening conditions for younger and older listeners. To evaluate speech recognition in given listening conditions between two age groups, the speech recognition performance was used as a dependent variable in a mixed ANOVA with a between-subject (age group) and a within-subject (listening condition) factor. Since the SRSs of younger participants were at the ceiling for the natural sentences and the sentences with a 30% TC, both speech recognition scores were excluded from the ANOVA. The main effect for age group (F 1,94 = 29.639, p < 0.001) and listening condition (F 1,94 = 155.304, p < 0.001, Greenhouse-Geisser correction), were significant. The interaction between age group and the listening condition was also significant (F 1,94 = 5.114, p = 0.026, Greenhouse-Geisser correction).
Speech Recognition in Adverse Listening Conditions
Association Between Auditory Working Memory and Speech Recognition
To predict speech recognition performance in given listening conditions, auditory working memory capacity as measured using four tasks (DFS, DBS, WS, LS), age, and PTA were used in a stepwise multiple regression model. The unstandardized and standardized coefficients of the predictors and zeroorder/partial correlations with dependent variables (SRSs) are shown in Table 3 Figure 4 displays the main results of the regression analysis suggesting that auditory working memory measured by LS, as well as PTA and age, primarily predict speech recognition performance in most adverse listening conditions. In addition, we examined if the relationship between a predictor and speech recognition performance is affected by the other predictors. For instance, the relationship between LS and speech recognition performance may exist whilst controlling for age and PTA. Partial correlations were obtained to determine the unique relationship between each predictor and speech recognition performance. Significant partial correlations were found between individual predictors (LS, age, PTA) and speech recognition performance whilst controlling for the other two predictors (Table 3 ). Figure 5 shows the scatterplots of the partial correlation between the residuals of these predictors and the residuals of speech recognition performance. As a post hoc analysis, we divided older listeners into normalhearing (ONH, mean 13.96 dB HL, 41 participants) whose PTA was at or better than 20 dB HL and hearing-impairment (OHI, mean 27.96 dB HL, 35 participants) group whose PTA was worse than 20 dB HL to see whether speech recognition performance was predicted by auditory working memory in both groups. ONH and OHI listeners had no difference in their LS (t = 1.965, p = 0.0532) but significantly differ in age (t = −2.418, p = 0.0181). Speech recognition performance on sentences with multi-talker noise (t = 3.737, p < 0.001) and on sentences with multi-talker noise and a 30% TC (t = 3.965, p < 0.001) were significantly different across the two older listener groups. However, only OHI group showed the dependence on LS. To be more specific, for ONH group, their PTA (β = −0. 
Discussion
The main goal of this study was to describe the association between auditory working memory and speech recognition in unfavorable listening conditions for older listeners, in a systematic way, with multiple working memory tasks and various listening conditions for speech recognition tests. We found that auditory working memory, measured by LS, can predict speech recognition performance in adverse listening conditions driven by time-compression and multi-talker noise for older listeners even after controlling for the impacts of age and hearing sensitivity, but we did not find this association for younger listeners. (PTA) and age were controlled, auditory working memory still accounted for individual differences in speech recognition performance in adverse listening conditions. As the working memory task was presented in the auditory modality in which speech recognition was also measured, significant correlations were found between two tasks in the present study. Exploring the association between working memory and speech recognition in the same (auditory) modality in the present study is in accordance with a recent study that develops the Word Auditory Recognition and Recall Measure (WARRM). 18 Smith, et al 18 demonstrated that the WARRM that incorporates auditory working memory task and speech recognition test is more feasible, reliable, and ecologically relevant. In addition, the WARRM measures the intraindividual difference in working memory for speech recognition across various listening conditions in a given subject, which may not be able to be measured when the working memory task is presented in the visual modality. Since the present study did not make direct comparisons between auditory and visual working memory tasks, the relative usefulness of the auditory modality cannot be concluded. Prior studies showed that stronger correlations were found across tasks with the same sensory input than similar tasks that tested different modalities. 36 Behavioral studies reveal a discrepancy in LS performance between younger and older adults with normal or near-normal hearing, but not in RS performance. 16, 19 This supports the idea that auditory working memory tasks may be more sensitive to predicting the difficulty in speech recognition in older listeners. fMRI studies also support the modality-specific difference by revealing that different brain regions are involved in different modality tasks; auditory n-back tasks engaged the left hemisphere dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, while the left hemisphere posterior parietal cortex was activated during visual n-back tasks. 20, 21 Crottaz-Herbette and others also revealed bilateral cross-modal inhibition (auditory/visual cortex activity decreases during visual/auditory working memory), supporting the utility of Several studies show that hearing loss and age play primary roles in predicting unaided speech recognition performance for older listeners. 3, 4 A review from
Akeroyd suggests that working memory, mostly measured by visual tasks, has only a secondary effect on speech recognition. Also, recent studies using visual working memory tasks show that the correlation between working memory and speech recognition performance in adverse listening conditions becomes insignificant after controlling for age. 4, 22, 37 These results may imply that a decline in visual working memory merely reflects the general cognitive decline in older listeners. However, auditory working memory has the unique ability to predict speech recognition performance in adverse listening conditions in the present study. Our linear regression model indicates that auditory working memory can still explain the variance of speech recognition performance in given listening conditions even after controlling for the impacts of age and hearing sensitivity. Although our results do not show an increase in the predictive effect of auditory working memory as the listening condition becomes harder, auditory working memory has consistent, significant effects across the listening conditions that involve multi-talker noise and TC. These findings may imply that auditory working memory tasks are useful tools to predict older listeners' speech recognition performance in unfavorable listening conditions. Recent studies found auditory working memory tests presented with fully audible words useful, showing that hearing aid signal processing can provide more cognitive spare capacity that is crucial in learning and auditory rehabilitation.
38,39
Systematic Approach to the Association Between Auditory Working Memory and Speech Recognition
Working memory capacity declined significantly in older listeners in both digit and speech span tasks. However, only LS showed a correlation with speech recognition performance in older listeners in more adverse conditions. The linguistic features of the auditory stimuli used in the working memory tasks may contribute to the association between working memory and speech recognition. LS uses multisyllabic words (two or more than two syllables) in the last (target) word position, while the digit span and word span tasks use monosyllabic and bisyllabic words, respectively. In addition, since LS contains sentence-level linguistic information, it may better reflect lexical complexity that listeners need to utilize to recognize sentences in adverse listening conditions. 40, 41 Heinrich, Henshaw, Ferguson 42 showed that the association between cognition (working memory) and speech perception could be affected by the linguistic complexity of speech material (digit vs sentence). In addition, the complexity of the working memory task can determine the association between working memory and speech recognition performance. In the present study, LS is included as the most complex span task that represents processing as well as storage of auditory information. The result is consistent with the finding that adult listeners' working memory measured by complex span tasks better predicts speech recognition in adverse listening conditions. 14 However, we found that older listeners did not necessarily show a stronger association between LS and speech recognition in harder conditions (sentences with multi-talker noise vs sentences with multi-talker noise and TC). These results are not consistent with the findings from the ELU-model 43 that predicted higher involvement of working memory under adverse listening conditions for speech recognition, but consistent with recent studies 24, 44 that included participants with a narrow age range or the control for age.
Different Associations Between Auditory Working Memory and Speech Recognition in Younger and Older Listeners
Speech recognition performance significantly dropped when the signal was degraded by multi-talker noise or TC in both younger and older listeners. However, it was only the older listener group that showed associations between auditory working memory and speech recognition performance in these listening conditions. This is consistent with studies that show little association between visual working memory and speech recognition for younger listeners, but a strong association for older listeners (Füllgrabe, Rosen 24 ). The present study demonstrates that working memory has different contributions to predicting speech recognition in adverse listening conditions for younger and older listeners even when the target speech signal and working memory tasks share the same modality (auditory). It is also interesting that OHI group in the present study showed more dependence on auditory working memory compared to ONH group, who had better hearing sensitivity and was relatively younger, although both groups had no significant difference in their working memory ability measured by LS. The increase in the contribution of working memory with age and hearingimpairment may result from the loss of sensitivity to temporal cues. 45, 46 Unfortunately, otoacoustic emissions tests were not conducted in the present study due to the time constraint and the lack of equipment. Older listeners in general may have the decline of the medial olivocochlear system with age, that precedes outer hair cell degeneration and occurs before the change in hearing sensitivity, 47 or the loss of outer hair cell function. 48 In addition, it is also possible that older listeners' deficits in supra-threshold auditory processing strongly engage auditory working memory. 24 Older listeners may have poor acoustic representation, despite normal hearing thresholds, due to age-related loss of neural coding fidelity. 49 Due to incomplete supra-threshold auditory processing in older listeners, they may employ different cognitive strategies during speech recognition tasks in adverse listening conditions. In other words, older listeners may need more involvement of auditory working memory to compensate for auditory processing deficits. Alternatively, for younger listeners, the same tasks might require less cognitive engagement. These younger listeners might need more challenging conditions to be more dependent on auditory working memory capacity. 4 Gordon-Salant & Cole 26 showed a strong contribution of working memory to speech recognition in noise in both younger and older listeners when working memory capacity and hearing sensitivity between the two groups were matched. Therefore, different associations between working memory and speech recognition in younger and older listeners in the present study may stem from significantly different working memory capacities and hearing sensitivity between the two groups.
Conclusions
Older listeners' auditory working memory capacity predicts speech recognition in unfavorable listening conditions after controlling for the impact of age and hearing sensitivity. The association between auditory working memory and speech recognition performance depends on the type of working memory tasks, listening conditions, and participant population. Our findings suggest that understanding modality-specific characteristics of working memory may provide better insight into the difficulty of speech recognition in older listeners and successful hearing intervention.
